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Contractors throughout the construction supply chain develop and use cost 

information. By treating ‘cost as information’, insights are generated into how cost 

information is created and flows from work carried out to a client cost. A case study 

of a main contractor's supply chain involved semi-structured interviews, workshops 

and document reviews. We considered whether contractors’ current costing practices 

used for the purpose of pricing and cost control could support decision-making about 

improvements through the supply chain. The results show that firms recognise that 

current costing practices do not provide a good representation of work carried out. 

Cost information that is useful in a narrative that seeks to improve site operations is 

either not created or hidden in layers of assumptions and lost as it does not cross the 

boundaries between organisations. This implies that the implementation of current 

practices of costing in building information modeling will not increase the 

effectiveness of modeling construction costs for the purpose of improvements. 

However cost information that is useful in decision-making about improvements 

could be created. This could be achieved but requires a systemic change, where new 

representations of cost are tied to work processes used within more stable 

procurement relationships. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The authority of costs appears everywhere in every day life and cost information plays 

a central role in construction projects. The industry is challenged to innovate and 

reduce costs around the globe (Best and Meikle, 2015) and the digital representation 

and exchange of building information through Building Information Modelling (BIM) 

is advocated across the world as an enabling technology to meet this aim (Eastman et 

al., 2008). In the UK the Cabinet Office (2011) called for a reduction of construction 

costs by 20% and the Department of Business Innovation and Skills (2014) 

additionally called for a reduction in construction times and whole life costs. Both 

reports propose the uptake of BIM to enable change to meet their cost reduction 

targets. A review of international guidelines on the definition and expected outcomes 

of BIM undertaken by Succar (2009) included the potential for the adoption of BIM to 

reduce construction costs. Succar (2009) suggested that through BIM the cost of 

collection, storage and manipulation of information is reducing dramatically and 

consequently it should be easy to exchange integrated information that can be used to 

change the industry. However a better understanding is needed of the type and 

purpose of contractors’ cost information in current use in the UK and an assessment of 

its relevance for use in more integrated decision-making that will be possible in BIM 

to support change.  

In this empirical study the perspective of ‘cost as information’ is taken to seek to 

uncover the types of information that are behind the ‘representations of costs’ used in 

everyday practice. The findings reflect on the methods of calculation and the 

interpretations people put on the everyday representations of cost, in order to describe 

the actual praxis of cost reporting. The findings are then analysed to ask whether the 

representations of cost in everyday use by contractors and subcontractors are suitable 

to evaluate and reward improvements in subcontracting organisation and practice? In 

seeking to understand the meaningfulness of cost information against its uses, the 

findings from current practice are analysed using the terms of Dean (1993) who, 

working in the aerospace and space industry at NASA and looking into firms’ ability 

to compete in emerging world markets, describes the ‘variables behind cost 

information’ and the ‘types of information the cost of those variables are derived 

from’ and ‘the judgements people make’ as cost information flows through their 

supply chain. Interviews, workshops and document reviews explore contractors’ 

estimating, tendering and post-contract cost control practices and narratives in a case 

study of a supply chain involving a national UK main building contractor and five 

subcontractors from across three tiers of the supply chain. The findings suggest that 

cost information that flows up the supply chain consists of accepted representations of 

cost for the purposes of establishing market price, payment and budgeting. But 

potentially valuable cost information that is tied to the physical work carried out and 

useful for the purpose of evaluating and rewarding improvements in subcontracting 

organisation and practice is either not created, or obscured and lost as cost information 

passes between organisations in the supply chain. Developments in management 

accounting show that this is not just a problem in construction, but in all industries 

(Chapman et al., 2007). It will be shown that understanding how contractors derive 

and use ‘cost as information’ is key to developing cost information in BIM to support 

improvements across the supply chain. The study discusses the need to look at other 

practices of costing, e.g. from manufacturing, that have potential to be applied in 

construction in order to uncover cost information that is tied to physical work. In 
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addition the study explores how the complex nature of costing and procurement 

practices makes improvements difficult. 

 

COST AS INFORMATION 

Cost models in construction 

Cost is one type of information used in the construction industry. The costing 

practices that produce this information differ around the world, however construction 

everywhere is criticised for its high cost and low predictability (Best and Meikle, 

2015). The practices used by contractors to establish price and control costs in 

construction projects fall within the general sphere of management accounting. 

Johnson and Kaplan (1987) in their seminal management accounting textbook in the 

US, drew attention to the shortcomings of management accounting arguing that it had 

become uninterested in direct measures of activities in the firm, relying instead on 

what they call ‘surrogate’ financial numbers, and thus reducing the instrumental value 

of cost information in providing management with a tool to better manage a business. 

This problem of ‘surrogate’ financial numbers, where there is a gap between the 

representation of cost and its meaning for activities, has been little addressed in 

construction research, even in the UK and its many Commonwealth countries that 

share a detailed and specialised costing process.  

Formal costing models proposed by researchers for UK contractors’ estimating, 

tendering and post-contract cost control practices reside substantially in quantity 

surveying textbooks. In the sphere of estimating and tendering, these textbooks 

(Kirkham, 2007; Towey, 2012 and Greenhalgh, 2013) draw on the Chartered Institute 

of Building’s (2009) code of estimating practice. All the texts identify the same cost 

model with three categories of cost as described by Kirkham (2007): estimates of the 

use of their own resources, quotations for work from subcontractors and overarching 

strategic tendering decisions. Kirkham (2007) contends that regardless of the project 

delivery method main contractors and subcontractors have the same task of building 

up a tender price from these three distinct categories of cost information. 

Even as these formal cost models proposed in textbooks work on the detail, the gap 

between the representations of cost created and their meaning for practice is not 

acknowledged. For example, Greenhalgh (2013) analyses the three categories of cost 

in the model. Firstly in terms of a firm’s estimates of the use of their own resources: 

he explains that cost estimates for work directly carried out by a contracting firm can 

be built up from ‘first principles’; that is from the activities that consume internal 

resources of labour, materials and plant. These internal resource costs can be allocated 

to either site overheads (in preliminaries) or ‘end items’ (in unit costs). He explains 

that an ‘end item’, such as a brick wall, has a measured quantity and specification that 

influences the resources required. The materials required can be calculated by a 

simple mathematical relationship that includes allowances for material waste.  The 

labour and plant required can be based on standardised rates for labour and plant 

productivity that are either captured in a work study or published in price books, and 

the estimator’s expert judgement to adjust these for project factors. He argues that 

how a contractor makes best use of their internal resources is the main competitive 

differential between competing contractors.  

The second type of cost information in the model described by Greenhalgh (2013) is 

quotations for packages of work obtained from subcontractors in competition. Here, 
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the calculation and interpretation of the use of labour, material, plant in activities and 

the apportionment of risk contingencies, overheads and profit are usually all hidden 

from the receiving buyer who can only compare subcontractor quotations, negotiate 

and include the most favourable quotation on the basis of either lowest price or best 

value. In other words, the cost information available is based on comparative prices 

received.  

Greenhalgh (2013) describes the third type of cost information in the model: the 

overarching strategic tendering decisions that convert an estimate into a tender. He 

describes how contractors must make expert judgments and best guesses about 

allowances for design and other risk contingencies and about the required margin to 

recover company overheads and earn a profit that the market will bear. The allocation 

of company overheads in the model is based on the use of internal resources allocated 

to the project using a calculation based on predicted company annual turnover. The 

allowance for design and other risk contingencies in the model is based on thinking 

about the degree of project uncertainty. The allowance for profit in the model is based 

on thinking about competition within the complex and dynamic project market. In 

other words, with the exception of company overheads, the costs in this category are 

based on expert judgement and best guesses.  

The models proposed by academic researchers have sought to prescribe how project 

costs are built up to bidding price. However even as the models describe the types of 

information that costs are derived from, the meaning of this for practice is not clearly 

documented and the transition in thinking made by Johnson and Kaplan (1987) 

towards a recognition that accounting uses ‘surrogate’ numbers rather than a direct 

measure of activities is not reflected. 

Effects of commercial management on cost models 

Researchers who have documented contractors’ commercial management practices 

see the world differently and better recognise the problem of how the use of 

‘surrogate’ numbers, based on expert judgement, comparative prices and best guesses, 

reduces the efficacy of cost information for accounting for improvements. Brooke 

(2008) documents his experience of how contractors’ standard estimating guidelines 

are used in practice and argues that ‘sometimes contractors have difficulty finding 

time to apply ‘first principle’ costing to tenders’.  

Ross and Williams (2013), draw on their experience and past research on commercial 

accounting in construction firms, to look at the flow of cost information up the supply 

chain from the firm that will do the physical work. They identify that it is unlikely that 

‘first principle’ cost information that shows how a subcontractor makes best use of 

their internal resources will pass up the supply chain, so a contractor may not have a 

detailed understanding of their subcontractors’ costing basis and decision-making. 

They also point out that as cost information flows up the supply chain many 

contractors are guarded when it comes to conversations about risk and margins so 

information on assumptions about contingencies, overheads and profit may be 

obscured in the allocation of costs in a cost model. 

Others have shown that as information flows up the supply chain, information about 

use of resources may be obscured when the allocation of costs is treated as an 

opportunity to manage risk or maximise income or cash flow. For example Laryea and 

Hughes (2011) in research into the actual process of how contractors price risk, show 

that different individuals and teams might influence pricing levels at different stages 

of bid. This may obscure information about use of resources. Kenley (2003) and 
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Catell (2012) in empirical studies found that many contractors implement tactical 

pricing by using weighting strategies to manipulate cashflow in their favour. Rooke et 

al. (2004), in an ethnographic study of contractors across seven construction projects, 

found a culture of planning for claims. In extreme instances illegal practices may be 

used to distort cost models; such as ‘bid shopping’ in which the lowest price is 

disclosed to competitors who are invited to beat it (Vee and Skitmore, 2003) or 

overpricing, also known as ‘cover pricing’, an extreme instance of which is collusion 

(Lowe and Skitmore, 2006). These examples show how cost information that is tied to 

activities may be lost when it is obscured before it is passed across the boundaries 

between organisations. 

The increase in the extent of subcontracting increases information loss across the 

boundaries between organisations. In a review of specialist trade contracting Hughes 

et al. (1997) explain that main contractors’ general reduction in directly employed 

workforce and general increase in the level of subcontracting has been driven by 

technological, political, social and economic change since the 1970s. In a review of 

the construction industry structure from government statistics, Abdel-Razek and 

McCaffer (1987) suggest that success in obtaining tighter and tighter quotations from 

subcontractors during the recession of the early 1980s is amongst these factors 

contributing to the increase in the extent of subcontracting. Fryer et al., (2004) found 

that subcontractor quotes made up the majority of a main contractor’s costs with main 

contractors typically subcontracting over 80% of their work. Ross and Williams 

(2013) argue that this fundamental change in the industry’s structure means that the 

contractor’s skill in negotiating quotations with subcontractors is now ‘a significant 

competitive differential between competing contractors’. However Hughes et al., 

(2006) suggest that the imperfect market, in which main contractors negotiate within a 

limited pool of subcontractors, acts as a limit to the competitive differential between 

main contractors. This, and the work of Ross and Williams (2013), contrasts with 

Greenhalgh’s (2013) assertion that ‘contractors main competitive advantage lies in 

how they make best use of their internal resources’. However the increased use of 

subcontracting acts as a limit to this source of competitive advantage. 

Ross and Williams (2013) describe how once the estimators have won a project the 

site team has the job of post-contract cost control to build the project within the 

budget they have been given. They describe how the site team will often get new 

material and subcontractor prices and compare these to the budget. This opportunistic, 

but standard, practice of undertaking a secondary competitive process with 

subcontractors near the commencement of the works often requires subcontractors to 

give an ‘additional’ trading discount on top of the standard trading discount offered in 

the first competitive process. As new prices are obtained, the site team carries out 

regular reconciliation of costs to completion against the budget allowance in a ‘cost 

value reconciliation’. Ross and Hugill (2006), in an empirical study that involved a 

detailed examination of contractors’ post-contract cost reporting processes in practice, 

found that the effectiveness of modeling ‘true’ construction costs during the post-

contract stage is reduced due to ‘entanglement of cost and price data’. They further 

argue that few organisations have formalised systems for capturing and analysing data 

from site to refresh standard ‘surrogate’ numbers in estimating. 

Thus researchers who have documented contractors’ commercial management 

practices from empirical studies about what contractors actually do have recognised 

that representations of the costs of activities that would help to prescribe 

improvements may not be created due to lack of time, or may be obscured by 
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strategies to recover the cost of risks, maximise cashflow or maximise income post 

contract. 

Moves to costing that accounts for improvements 

Within the debate on construction improvement there is a move towards building 

financial incentives for improvements into construction delivery models. Target 

costing became a widespread strategic management tool in manufacturing (Ansari et 

al., 1997) and has been adapted to construction through ‘target value design’ (TVD) 

(Zimina et al. 2012). This requires early involvement in design, and seeks efficiency 

savings by rewarding contractors and key subcontractors with a financial pain/gain 

share. It achieves this by using a ‘cost plus incentive fee’ method that uses open book 

accounting to establish cost and share the difference between target cost and actual 

cost. Amongst the body of research into target costing in construction (Ansari et al., 

2007; Ballard, 2011) there is a strand of empirical research into the application of 

target costing from the contractors’ perspective. These empirical studies from 

contractors’ viewpoints report significant limitations. Nicolini et al. (2000), in a study 

of two demonstration projects that used target costing and allowed praxis to become 

available for analytical description and critical account, conclude that UK commercial 

and cost management practices are a major barrier to rewarding efficiencies through a 

pain/gain sharing payment process. Pennanen et al. (2011) looked at TVD in theory 

and conclude that more transparency of information is needed to gain commitment, 

but do not address specifically the problem of cost information. Zimina et al. (2012) 

looked at TVD in practice and conclude its application is limited by factors including 

the cost information available for setting a target cost. Only Nicolini et al. (2000) 

focus specifically on limitations due to the type of cost information available. 

A simpler way to build financial incentives into a construction delivery model is the 

decoupling of profit margins from savings in a lump sum contract through supply 

chain cost management (Pryke, 2009). Used in conjunction with early involvement in 

design, this facilitates design savings by decoupling margin from each unit cost in the 

cost model so that design savings can be made without eroding margin. This would 

mean that contractors and key subcontractors are guaranteed a total margin upfront. 

Ross and Williams (2013) argue that this alternative way to reduce costs directly 

addresses the disincentive to make savings created by the predominant business model 

adopted by contractors, to maximise cash flow. However they conclude that lack of 

transparency in UK costing practices is a major barrier to rewarding cost and waste 

reduction through a payment process that protects each company’s margin. Thus 

studies of the use of cost information in practice have shown that the improvement 

aims of these two new delivery methods are compromised by the representations of 

cost in current use that rely on ‘surrogate’ financial numbers. 

Better information on costs is promoted as an end point for developments in BIM. But 

this is a fallacy, as it does not address the problem of ‘surrogate’ financial numbers. 

Literature on cost information in BIM, such as Monteiro and Martins (2013), shows 

that academic and industry research and software development in costing applications 

in BIM have to date focused on BIM’s ability to automate the current practices in 

estimating, tendering and post-contract cost control. Monteiro and Martins (2013) 

show that software is most developed for automating the process of measuring 

quantities using rules-based systems to extract dimensions from Computer Aided 

Design (CAD) models. Wu et al. (2014) show that Computer Aided Estimating (CAE) 

software that uses rules-based systems to manipulate historical cost data on unit costs 
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to create project related data, has been slower to develop. Lawrence et al. (2014) 

argue that development of CAE software that reproduces current representations of 

cost and do not challenge the way that cost information is interpreted will not lend 

itself well to automation. 

Researchers who have looked at the cost information available to support the types of 

cost models proposed in incentive contracts, have recognised the current 

representations of cost may be inadequate for motivating improvements. Thus the use 

of current representations of cost in BIM will not motivate improvements. 

Alternative cost models from other industries 

Addressing the accounting problem in other industries researchers Chapman et al. 

(2007), explain in a management accounting textbook that the field of management 

accounting emerged to facilitate financial budgeting and control but broadened over 

time to encompass new types of analytical cost reduction practices. The main source 

for these analytical costing practices has been Williamson’s (1981) analytical research 

that produced a theoretical model of transaction cost economics (TCE), which sought 

to compensate for flaws in the market-oriented view of perfect competition by 

focusing on how organisations can avoid dependence and deal with opportunism. TCE 

has been criticised for sticking to the limited solutions of make or buy, ignoring the 

possibility of intermediate solutions based on relational contracts (Goshul and Moran, 

1996). Nevertheless the new analytical tools for costing that emerged in 

manufacturing and retail sectors alongside TCE during the 1990s provide an array of 

analytical tools that span different levels of accounting, but nevertheless have the 

potential to uncover some models for cost information that are tied more closely to 

physical work as advocated by Johnson and Kaplan (1987). LaLonde and Pohlen 

(1996) compared four such models: (i) Kaplan and Cooper’s (1988) Activity Based 

Costing (ABC) method of assigning accurate costs to products or services based on 

the resources they consume; (ii) Carr and Christopher’s (1992) Total Cost of 

Ownership (TCO) method that looks at the total costs between two neighbouring firms 

in a supply chain; (iii) Kurt Salmon Associates’, (1993) Direct Product Profitability 

(DPP) method that considers the logistics of moving items between supply chain firms 

and  (iv) Weeks and Crawford’s (1994) Efficient Customer Response (ECR) method 

that focuses on reducing whole supply chain costs through a better transfer of 

information, automating administration processes and unifying replenishment cycles. 

LaLonde and Pohlen (1996) argue that a hybrid of these tools offers a new costing 

system that reflects the several different facets of supply chain relationships that need 

to be accounted. Of these analytical tools ABC has been most researched and applied 

in practice as a means of providing costs that are a good representation of work 

carried out. Dean (1993) also took a similar position to Johnson and Kaplan (1987) 

concluding that project cost information has little relationship to the work carried out 

and advocated ABC as a way of better representing work carried out. However he also 

described the accounting ‘noise’ inherent in even the most detailed ABC costing tools. 

He described the competent estimator as someone who uses a combination of 

calculation (data), standard rates (analogy) and judgement (expert opinion) to create 

predicted costs. He identified the variables that are included in a project cost that 

obscure costs from a good representation of work such as the cost basis of a firm’s 

resources, the buyer a firm will buy from, the existence of trading discounts, the 

personal skills of negotiation, inflation and market conditions and risk evaluation. 

Thus alternative cost models from other industries offer new analytical tools but a 

realistic assessment is required of the representations of cost they provide. 
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Despite this shift in cost accounting in manufacturing, retail and aerospace industries, 

and the pressure for the construction industry to embrace learning from other sectors 

such as the automotive industry as advocated by Egan (1998) and the aerospace 

industry as advocated by Green et al., (2005), construction project cost accounting 

literature has remained largely within the realm of establishing representations of cost 

for the purpose of pricing and budgeting. The few exceptions include O’Brien and 

Fisher (2000) who used a practice based case example and applied ABC to calculate 

the capacity costs to account explicitly for the cost of fixed expenses within firms in 

the construction supply chain. Also Staub-French et al. (2003), who carried out a 

practice based case study and applied ABC to account more explicitly for the cost of 

design features in construction projects based on the preferences estimators had for 

when to adjust standard costs. This aimed to help estimators customise early stage 

construction cost information based on design features. Lawrence et al. (2014) 

subsequently developed this approach, enabling this in BIM. However, even with 

major changes in delivery methods e.g. early contractor involvement and relational 

contracts, and in technology e.g. BIM, the industry is still largely locked into its 

current practices of costing and the basis of this and its consequences needs 

investigating further in order for it to benefit from the changes. Understanding how 

contractors derive and use cost as information is key to developing cost information in 

BIM for the purpose of supporting decision making on improvements across the 

supply chain.  

METHOD AND METHODOLOGY 

Methodology 

The research is grounded in the interpretivist tradition and explores the narrative 

around cost and costing, in order to know what organisations and individuals do and 

why they act as they do (Walliman, 2006; Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). The research 

uses the concept of 'cost as information' to challenge the basis and practicalities of 

costing practices. Cost, then, is merely a representation of resources, purchasing 

possibilities and risk, but this is made problematic when unit costs are given meaning 

by people and become fixed reference points in construction projects. This research 

did not therefore start from propositional knowledge of current practices, but rather 

looked at the variables behind cost information, where that cost information is derived 

from and how it is used, seeking to better understand what cost information means to 

different people. The research did use propositional knowledge from costing 

documents and reports but explored this from an experiential and performative 

perspective. This allowed the study to explore narratives from the calculative world of 

costing. Its objective was to explain current approaches to costing and explore the 

potential for accounting for improvements. The research questions addressed were: 

how does cost accounting currently work in relation to work processes in the supply 

chain; how do subcontractor accounting processes facilitate knowledge transfer, 

integration and management of the supply chain; and how can information 

infrastructure and platforms such as BIM more accurately represent net supply chain 

benefits through accounting? 

Research method 

To address these research questions this study used a case study of a supply chain 

involving a UK main contractor and two links of their supply chain. The main 

contractor (tier 1) is a large, national organisation with an annual turnover of over 

£1bn of which around 70% is spent in a supply chain of around 3,000 firms. The 
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subcontractor (tier 2) in link A is a large, national mechanical and electrical contractor 

with and an annual turnover of over £350m of which 60 to 70% is spent in their 

supply chain. This subcontractor facilitated access to one of their subcontractors (tier 

3), who in turn facilitated access to one of their subcontractors (tier 4). The 

subcontractor (tier 2) in link B is a small, regional suspended ceilings, partitions and 

dry-lining subcontractor with an annual turnover of under £10m. This subcontractor 

facilitated access to one of their subcontractors (tier 3). The relationships between the 

organisations is shown in figure 1 where the main contractor is notated as MC and the 

subcontractors are notated as SCA1, SCA2, SCA3, SCB1, SCB2 to reflect links A and 

B and the tiers in the supply chain. 

 

Figure 1: The relationship between organisations in the case study 

The sample represents two typical links of a main contractor’s supply chain in the UK. 

The two trades studied are similarly subservient to the same financial, contractual and 

procedural control of the main contractor. The major difference between the two 

trades is that the mechanical and electrical subcontractor has significant design 

contribution, which adds vulnerability to the main contractors design programme. This 

difference has been taken into account in the analysis of the findings. 

This case study involved the main researcher as a non-participant observer, observing, 

listening and following decisions through projects as part of the main contractor’s 

organisation and carrying out semi-structured interviews and workshops with the main 

contractor and subcontractors involved. This allowed access to detailed data on each 

company's costing practices in a case study of a supply chain. A contractor’s supply 

chain is an ephemeral, temporary organisational relationship and as such it is difficult 

to investigate the problems of construction supply chains. The conflicts of interest and 

the ethics that the study involved were carefully managed to be sensitive to the 

contractors’ positions so as to gain full access to the reality of their situation. To 

maintain confidentiality, the study used a different project for each organisation. 

However each project involved the construction of a similarly large, complex, one-off 

building in which the contractor did not control the design phase. Interviews 
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established that similar processes are carried out on all similarly large, complex, one-

off projects. 

Data collection and analysis 

The researcher observed ten of the main contractor’s site meetings over two projects 

in order to follow decisions. Data collection with the main contractor and tier 2 

subcontractors then involved semi-structured interviews to evidence what people do 

when sourcing and using cost information and document collection to evidence cost 

processes through written cost reports. The interviews firstly asked questions about 

how the company goes about putting a price together for a project and controlling 

costs once a project has been won. This aimed to find out what cost information is 

created and how methods of costing reach through the supply chain. The interviews 

then asked questions about how key relationships work to find out about 

organisational behaviour and decision-making in relation to the supply chain. The 

interviews gave the researcher the opportunity to get participants ideas, thoughts and 

intentions on current practice and on changes to current practice. The documents 

collected consisted of the full estimating build-ups, priced tender documents and post-

contract cost control documents for a completed project from the main contractor and 

the two tier 2 subcontractors. Access to this confidential data was provided on the 

basis of confidentiality conditions being met. 

Two workshops were held during the course of the project. In the middle of the 

project a reflective group discussion took place with five key participants in the main 

contractor’s pre-construction and site operation teams. Towards the end of the project 

participants from each of the four tiers of the mechanical and electrical supply chain 

were brought together for a reflective group discussion. These discussions gave the 

researcher the opportunity to help the participants explore the use and implications of 

cost information across the firms and in projects. 

The interviews and workshops were recorded and transcribed by a member of the 

research team. In order to describe, understand and explain contractors’ practices of 

costing and compare these to literature thematic coding was used in alignment with 

the four main themes established in the literature review: estimates of use of internal 

resources, quotations for work from subcontractors, overarching strategic tendering 

decisions and post-contract cost control. Through focused coding each main theme 

was further categorised to identify examples of methods of costing, organisational 

behaviour and decision-making, help or hindrance to improvements in site operations. 

The work of Dean (1993) was used as a framework to analyse the cost information 

that contractors create to determine, in Dean’s (1993) terms, the variables behind cost 

information used in the practice of costing, the types of information the costs of those 

variables were derived from (which might be data, analogies, expert opinion, best 

guesses, comparative prices) and the flow of cost information through the supply 

chain. 

 

REAL PRACTICES OF COSTING: EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

This empirical research aimed to establish whether the cost information created by a 

main contractor and subcontractors during estimating, tendering and post-contract cost 

control is useful for assessing improvements in site operations. In these findings the 

main contractor is notated as MC and the subcontractors are notated as SCA1, SCA2, 

SCA3, SCB1, SCB2 to reflect links A and B and the tiers in the supply chain. 
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Documents and interviews established that, once the main contractor or subcontractor 

had decided to submit a tender, their estimating and buying functions face the task of 

building up project costs from a number of constituent parts and their commercial 

function has the task of synthesising the information into a commercial tender. Once a 

project has been won the site team has the job of building to the budget. It was seen 

that because subcontractors themselves subcontract work, the distinction between 

main contractor and the subcontractors falls away in terms of their practices of 

costing. The practices of costing described in these results therefore show no 

distinction between those of the main contractor and the five subcontractors. The only 

exception is SCB2, the labour-only subcontractor at the end of link B.  

Estimates of use of internal resources 

Participants explained that the estimator creates ‘first principle’ cost information to 

forecast their direct costs for work that will be carried out using their company’s 

internal resources. To establish the scope of these works the estimator checks, and 

hence improves, data received on quantities and specifications for ‘end items’ of work 

and customises these for work that is under or over measured, or under or over 

specified. Once the scope of the works has been established, the estimator sets about 

creating project cost information based on, in Dean’s (1993) terms, variables in ‘the 

cost basis of the firm's resources’. The cost basis for directly employed labour is 

derived from annually updated company schedules on salaries that are based on 

national wage agreements and salary on-costs. The cost basis for directly owned plant 

comes from company schedules. The cost basis of regularly used of materials and 

hired plant is derived from regularly updated company schedules of negotiated prices 

from suppliers. The estimator’s information about the supply cost of direct labour, 

material and plant was thus found to be derived from, in Dean’s (1993) terms, a high 

level of detailed cost ‘data’ closely related to final cost.  

The estimator then forecasts the activities, resources and resource productivity rates 

for ‘end items’. The cost basis of labour productivity rates, plant utilisation rates and 

materials wastage are derived from either company or industry standard rates based on 

previous project experience. One contractor explained how feedback on company 

standard productivity rates from colleagues working on site was treated as a way to 

build in contingencies, so that the relationship between productivity rates used to the 

actual work done was obscured. 

“There are industry standard resource and productivity rates for activities but we 

create our own. We reviewed our labour productivity four years ago with our site 

operatives. We identified efficiencies, but then we didn’t change our productivity rates 

because we were in a rising market and all costs were going up.” SCA1 

The estimator’s information about the productivity of direct labour, material and plant 

was thus found to be derived from, in Dean’s (1993) terms, a high level of detailed 

cost ‘analogies’. It was found the original industry or company standard analogies 

were based on detailed data from site operations, but the context of any particular 

project and sometimes a layer of commercial decisions, somewhat lowered the 

relationship of this type of cost information created to the actual work done and thus 

became ‘surrogate’ numbers to represent activities. 

Quotations from subcontractors 

For the main contractor, 70% of the price information building up to the cost to the 

client comes from quotations received from subcontractors. SCA1 and SCB1 also 
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subcontract as much as 60% to 70% of their work. Within the main contractor and 

subcontractors, the buyer, sets about creating project cost information knowing that 

the variables include their judgements about the firm they are buying from, their skill 

at negotiating and the existence of discounts.  

Participants explained that the existence of discounts has a unique hold on the 

construction industry. One of the features of subcontracting is a two-stage competitive 

tendering process, where competition is imposed on subcontractors both before a bid 

is placed and again before an order is placed. The secondary competitive process takes 

place much nearer to the commencement of the subcontract works. Participants 

explained that it is standard practice that a selected subcontract price comes with a 

stipulated level of ‘standard trading discount’ that recognises trade business. On top of 

this, the buyer often assumes a further level of ‘additional trading discount’. The 

discount is usually passed down the supply chain to the dis-benefit of the 

subcontractor at the bottom. However participants explained how knowledge of 

additional trade discounts were treated as a way to obtain competitive advantage 

before the discount was secured from a subcontractor through the secondary 

competitive process. Two contractors explained that they usually take the risk that an 

additional trading discount, or more, will be realised in further negotiations if and 

when an order is placed. Thus participants recognised that trade discounts are part of 

the ‘noise’ in the accounting system that may or may not make cost information closer 

to the ‘real’ cost of work carried out. 

“Subcontractors never give their best price first. We pre-discount our price when we 

put our price in. So we take a discount off their prices so you add all these subbie 

costs. We'll pre-discount ours before we sell it.” SCA1 

“Quite often it's pre-discounted so already the client has had the benefit. The person 

carrying the risk [that the additional discount will be realised when an order is placed 

for the subcontract] is us.” MC 

As explained by one contractor, the relationship between the buyer’s information on 

cost obtained through quotations and the final work carried out is largely unknown. 

“Some contractors will make double the margin they expected to make and other 

contractors, they'll make half the margin they expect to make. You can guarantee only 

one of them is going to bang your door.” MC 

SCB1 explained they subcontract all their site labour to labour-only subcontractors, 

such as SCB2. They engage SCB2 on an output related incentive scheme. A daily 

price is set based on an expected output and SCB2, the end of the supply chain, takes 

the full risk of exceeding or falling short of the expected output rate. Tier 2 does not 

need an accurate output rate as they pass the risk on to tier 3. When the risk of poor 

productivity is passed on in this way the ‘real’ productivity on site remains largely 

unknown 

 “All the labour instead of being paid on day rate is paid on price. The more they put 

up the more they earn. It gives them an incentive. If they bust a gut they will earn 

more than on a day rate. But if they slack off, it doesn’t hit our pockets, it hits them.” 

SCB1 

The buyer’s information about the cost of subcontracted works was thus found to be 

derived from comparative prices, in Dean’s (1993) terms, costs of ‘perceived 

purchases’. It was found that the layers of commercial decisions in subcontract prices 

effectively hid the status of the relationship between cost information created and the 
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actual work done, becoming ‘surrogate’ numbers to represent activities as cost 

information was passed between firms in the supply chain. 

Strategic tendering decisions 

Within the main contractor and subcontractors, an analysis of estimated direct costs 

and subcontract prices is passed from the estimators and buyers to the commercial 

managers, who review the information and establish the project mark up. The mark up 

is made up of expert opinion on (i) anticipated cost of ‘design contingencies’ for 

uncertainty and level of risk (ii) a margin to recover head office overheads and a level 

of profit that is expected to be earned from the project and (iii) desire to win the 

project to deliver cashflow. One contractor explained how mark up information relies 

heavily on risk analysis and market intelligence to come to a figure that best accounts 

for project uncertainties and what the market will bear. 

“We've had some vigorous debates about what the correct level of risk contingency 

should be on those jobs. We’ve had similar debates on every single job and it's the 

most subjective point that you could take.” MC  

The commercial manager’s information about the cost of the project was thus found to 

be derived from, in Dean’s (1993) terms, costs based on ‘expert opinion’ and 

sometimes  ‘best guesses’. It was found that commercial decisions about mark up, 

even at the lowest level of the supply chain, impart a weak relationship of this type of 

cost information created to the actual work done. The commercial manager reports to 

the director’s team, who establish the total price to be tendered for the work in 

question. 

When a tender is presented in a standardised format, such as a bill of quantities or 

schedule of rates, the contractor decides a gross price to be passed up in the unit cost 

for each ‘end item’ in the cost model. The gross price is made up of the net price of 

the measured item plus a share of the ‘mark up’. Both the net and gross prices can be 

manipulated across cost items in a model.  

“We like to have overvalue in our orders. So we get paid more than we pay out every 

month and that generates a surplus for our business.” MC 

The interviews establish that participants recognised that the cost information that is 

created and the price information that is passed on throughout the supply chain has 

many forces acting on it. Participants saw project costing as a process in which the 

relationship between cost information and work carried out can be slim and one that 

results in firms in the supply chain winning and losing on projects at each other’s 

expense.  

“There are two layers. Some people might take a few bob off to win a job but the 

figure they take that from is a figure which people have already made assumptions 

on.” MC 

“We usually list our clarifications and assumptions. Most people ignore that.” SCA2 

“There is a lot of manipulation in bills and a lot of game playing. So to try and get the 

truth we'd love to see what the true net costs are. There are so many people playing 

different versions of the same game it's really difficult to strike a line through and say, 

that's reality. Because we know that it's the rough with the smooth you don't really 

entertain that because their opportunity is in the next job too. So that’s the drive for 

the game playing you get.” MC 
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One participant described the limitations of current cost data in supporting 

improvements through value engineering exercises that are superimposed on 

traditional procurement models based on transactional forms of contract and 

competitive tenders. 

“When you get involved in the value engineering process, you start off with the job 

that's been well considered, but then we embark upon this period when we undo all 

that work and we pick at all the edges of it. So that the coordinated piece of design 

now has got different assumptions.” MC 

 

Post-contract cost control on site 

Participants explained how a successful tender becomes a target for the site team to 

budget and control costs against, providing cost envelopes for the post-contract project 

phase on site. 

“We apply risk costs, overheads and profit, as agreed in the settlement meeting with 

directors and this form becomes the financial record of our tender. If successful this 

passes to the project delivery team and particularly procurement as a record of 

decisions made at tender stage to come to our offer.” SCA1 

Participants showed that information on variances from the budget comes from 

records of internal resources and records of buying losses or gains for subcontracted 

work. The focus is on overall predicted profit on the job. 

“I look back at jobs and think, oh, we made a good percentage margin on that, we did 

really well. But actually, what should we have made if we had been more effective at 

design coordination and sequencing?” SCA1 

 “When we get invoices in, we record the invoice date, who its from, and the value and 

each month we do an application to the main contractor that goes in the sales figure 

rather than purchases and we keep a running tally which will give us our profit at the 

end of a job.” SCB1 

Participants recognised that firms across the supply chain each hold their own version 

of project cost and even the cost information held by the firm that carries out the 

physical work has many factors acting on it. The result is so much accounting ‘noise’ 

that a ‘true’ project cost that is an accurate representation of the costs of production 

and useful for discussions about improvements, remains unknown. 

DISCUSSION 

The problem of current practises of costing 

The literature on costing substantively fails to ask important questions about the 

efficacy of cost information for assessing work processes across the supply chain and 

(with exception of Nicolini et al. (2000) and Ross and Williams (2013)) instead 

focuses on reaffirming established practices of costing. Participants showed how, as 

cost information flows through the supply chain, information about the use of 

resources is either not created by the subcontractor who will actually do the physical 

work, or obscured as it is passed on simply as quotations for work in a tendering 

situation. Participants talked openly about the layers of commercial decisions that 

remove cost information from a good representation of use of resources and result in 

‘surrogate’ numbers from the bottom of the supply chain upwards build up to the cost 

to the client. This information loss has increased as the industry’s structure has shifted 
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to an increasingly multi-tiered system of subcontracts in which each subcontractor in 

turn parcels out smaller and smaller packages of work as illustrated in figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: The flow of cost information through the supply chain. 

This information loss is not a problem when merely using cost information for client 

reporting, buying, payment and budgeting purposes, but when cost information is used 

for the purpose of reflecting improvements across the supply chain, the information 

loss matters because the cost information available does not adequately reflect the 

work carried out. Because of this, getting more of this current cost information in no 

way improves the industry’s ability to inform decisions that improve processes across 

the supply chain. Even worse, current cost information discriminates against 

improvement by driving perverse incentives and creating unintended consequences 

through cost information being wrongly used or underused.  

The construction world is currently dominated by the advent of BIM, which presents 

an opportunity to handle a greater volume of information more meaningfully. BIM 

may therefore be the opportunity to use cost information that has a strong relationship 

to work carried out as an analytical tool. However, the main software applications for 

costing in BIM, such as BIM Measure, Cost X and QTO, all connect costs to objects. 

This limits the possibility of connecting costs to work methods. Thus the introduction 

of BIM that will facilitate, and in some cases automate, information analysis will not 

meet a purpose of improving construction site operations if it only reproduces current 

cost information. Incorporating current practices of costing in BIM is in fact 

dangerous as more detailed information is assumed to be more ‘accurate’ and more 

‘valuable’ but will only produce more convoluted details that are not tied to what 

people do. 

Different accounting practices 

This being the case, then efforts to consider alternative costing practices that better 

represent work done are required. The problems of costing in construction can be 

illustrated by considering work from management accounting practices on process 

costs of transactions in supply chains, as adopted by other industries through the 

1990s in response to increased competition and alongside the emergence of 

transaction cost economic (TCE). Of the four main tools that account for transaction 

costs in supply chains compared by LaLonde and Pohlen (1996), activity based 
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costing (ABC) is the most developed method of assigning accurate costs to products 

or services based on the resources they consume (Kaplan and Cooper, 1988). Tsai 

(1998) presented a conceptual framework for measuring quality costs under ABC in a 

two dimensional model, which can be adapted for construction as in figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Two-dimensional model of ABC. Source: Adapted from Tsai (1998) 

The first dimension, the cost assignment view as represented in a bill of quantities or 

schedule of rates, incorporates information on labour, plant and materials that is 

related to the volume of work done in an activity (such as building a brick wall) but 

does not contain information on method (other than in labour which only assumes a 

measure of productivity). Without information on method the cost assignment view 

does not represent improvements in work processes well. However the second 

dimension, the process view, adds information on method, in the form of cost drivers 

that explain why activities are performed and performance measures that explain how 

well activities are performed. Tsai (1998) defines a process as ‘a series of activities 

that are linked to perform a specific objective’. Although this is a careful perception, 

this overlooks the fact that there is an important difference in the meaning of 

‘activities’ between the resource and process views. For example a typical activity in a 

resource assignment view would be ‘building a brick wall’. An activity in a process 

assignment view would in fact be series of linked activities, which are themselves part 

of an overall system that brings about the brick wall. Dean (1993) recognized that 

systemic costs can be derived from ‘measurable characteristics’ of either the ‘product’ 

or the ‘system to develop the product’ and that both need to be controlled and 

managed. If the product and the system to develop the product are described, then the 

‘measurable characteristics’ that drive cost can also be described: such as company 

standards, the degree to which participative management is used, requirements in 

method statements, the degree and type of training and contractual obligations. This 

difference between discrete ‘activities’ related to volume and systemic linked 

‘activities’ unrelated to volume and part of an overall system is lost in Tsai’s (1998) 

two-dimensional model, where the ‘activities’ appear to be common between the 

resource assignment and process views. 

Thus, promotion of new procurement models in construction that include new models 

of pricing, such as cost supply chain cost management and target costing practices, 
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will struggle to support improvement because continued use of ‘surrogate’ cost 

information does not represent a good understanding of work done. Thus, this study 

supports the conclusions of Nicolini et al. (2000) and Ross and Williams (2013) that 

these accounting practices are not immediately transferrable to the construction 

industry.  

Future opportunities  

The complexity of the situation of costing must also be seen in relation to the 

operation of the industry. Green (2011) shows that the continued problems of the 

construction industry demonstrate the fallaciousness of merely adopting a different 

management tool (or costing practice) and to argue that solutions are 'just round the 

corner'. The solutions are not 'just round the corner' by adopting the rhetoric of supply 

chain costing or target costing. This study argues that the solution needs to be much 

more meaningful for the purpose of assessing improvement in site operations and that 

this needs to be rewarded in procurement and displayed in BIM if this is to be useful 

in improving supply chain practices. 

Robson et al. (2014) undertook work on the attitudes of construction subcontractors to 

the advent of BIM. They found that BIM and new forms of cost information were 

attractive only in more stable supply chains. However, they used evidence from Green 

et al. (2008) that the industry works effectively and sustainably because of its dynamic 

capabilities, i.e. the flexibility to form short-term project supply chains associated with 

the fragmented structure of the industry. Thus, this research contends that the 

challenge for costing is to find a model where multi-layered supply chains can see the 

value in, and be rewarded for, working differently. If a new cost accounting system is 

to have any impact, it needs to be applicable to one-off, project based supply chains as 

well as longer-term supply chains.  

The implication from this is that future opportunities in costing that can account for 

improvements lie in better understanding the realities of construction projects. The 

ability of systems thinking to comprehend and address the whole (people, processes, 

information and structures) offers a way forward through taking an information 

approach to learning to improvement within the supply chain. Thus, information on 

‘measurable characteristics’ of both the product, and the system to create the product, 

needs to be used to account for improvements in construction projects. For example, 

as participants in this study revealed there is the expectation that subcontractors doing 

the physical work will cover the costs of poor collaboration and others will side step 

these costs, but the costs of this are currently unacknowledged, so at the moment 

costing is not fit for the purpose of accounting for improvements in work processes. 

BIM may offer the opportunity to implement change but only if it can work with more 

transparent cost information that has not just a strong relationship to the product, but 

also to the system that brings about the product. A future system of cost accounting 

that ties costs to both the product in the BIM design model and the system that brings 

about the product in connected BIM models would be a powerful tool for 

implementing change. This requires a systemic change in which new costing tools are 

an aid to an information approach to learning that is set within new supply chain 

relationships (including procurement practices and payment practices), which can 

deliver the improvement in the delivery of work. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This research has produced unique knowledge about the real costing practices of a 

main contractor and subcontractors. The empirical research ascertained what a main 

contractor and two of their subcontracting trades at tiers 1 and 2, and in one case tier 

3, actually do about costing across the estimating, tendering and post-contract cost 

control processes. This was achieved through a case study with a comprehensive 

method for observing and reflecting on what participants do when they produce and 

use cost information. Whilst the case study is of a single contractor’s supply chain, 

and variations certainly occur in other contractors and internationally, the parties 

reiterated that these practices were universal in the projects they work on. This might 

not be the case elsewhere but , other studies, in both construction and other industries, 

have found that the same problem of ‘surrogate’ numbers is a barrier to implementing 

improvements. The findings establish how current costing practices both may not 

create information about site operations and methods and may lose this information as 

it is transferred during a tendering situation. Current cost information is produced, 

really only, for buying, payment and budgeting purposes. The industry faces a 

problem for achieving improvements in supply chain practices, as costing tools, such 

as target costing with open book accounting, are inadequate for the job when based on 

current representations of cost. The problems with costing and the actual management 

practices in the industry require a systemic change to effect improvement involving 

not just a new templates, but new cost information and changed supply chain 

relationships. The advent of BIM has been presented as enabling more accurate 

information in formal analytical models. BIM could be part of this; but if BIM is used 

to merely reproduce current cost information, BIM will not produce any better 

information for improvements. Indeed, the automation of current costing practices in 

BIM could make things worse by producing more convoluted details that are not tied 

to what people do. This encourages research into ‘cost as information’. If the industry 

needs BIM to deliver information that is useful for improving practice then this 

requires understanding cost information better and using different costing practices 

that are tied to this purpose. It is only through this that it is possible to have better 

information for decisions about real improvement in supply chain practices. 
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